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The Indian detergent industry is about three decades old. An interesting and unique feature of detergent industry in India is the existence of non power operated units which do not use any electrical power for the production of detergent powder. But the production technology of detergents have been changed involving high technique in process control, more skilled personnel and requiring large input.
There are various forms of detergents; liquid detergents, paste detergents, solid detergents etc. Whether in liquid or in powdered forms, present detergent products are complex mixtures of several ingredients including performance additives such as bleaches, bleach activators etc. The scope and spectrum of methods and techniques applied in detergent analysis have changed significantly during the last decade.
The book outlines features and experimental parameters for many essential procedures, and emphasizes the latest techniques and methods. This book emphasizes practical aspects of detergent production with latest development and other special products based on synthetic surfactants. This book basically deals with the builders, additives and components of detergents, recent developments in surfactant, manufacture of active Ingredients for detergents,
manufacture of finished detergents, application and formulation of detergents, packaging of detergents, analysis of detergents, machinery photographs with their suppliers, directory of raw material suppliers etc. This is an attempt to fill the need of those desirous of starting detergent industry in small scale sector and necessarily contains analytical methods for testing and evaluation of raw as well as final products.
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Introduction
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Summary

Total Quality Management (TQM)
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Detergent Cake
Stain Removal
Introduction
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Removal of Stains
Lime soap
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Iron compounds
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Introduction

Synthetic Detergents

Active Matter

Principle

Standard sodium lauryl sulphate solution-0.004M

Determination of the purity of sodium lauryl sulphate
Molarity of sodium lauryl sulphate
Standard benzethonium chloride
(hyamine 1622) soln. 0.004M
Determination of anionic active matter
Moisture of Detergent Powders and Cakes
Principle
Process
pH of 1% solution
Principle
Procedure
TFM and Combined Glycerol in Oils
Combined glycerol in oils
Principle
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Detergezyme
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The definition and properties of enzymes
The benefits associated with incorporation of enzymes into detergents
The properties and benefits of surfactants in enzymatic detergents
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List of Raw Material Suppliers
Plant and Machinery Suppliers
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Niir Project Consultancy Services (NPCS) can provide Process Technology Book on Detergents
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Who are we?

- One of the leading reliable names in industrial world for providing the most comprehensive technical consulting services

- We adopt a systematic approach to provide the strong fundamental support needed for the effective delivery of services to our Clients’ in India & abroad
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What do we offer?

- Project Identification
- Detailed Project Reports/Pre-feasibility Reports
- Business Plan
- Industry Trends
- Market Research Reports
- Technology Books and Directory
- Databases on CD-ROM
- Laboratory Testing Services
- Turnkey Project Consultancy/Solutions
- Entrepreneur India (An Industrial Monthly Journal)
How are we different?

- We have two decades long experience in project consultancy and market research field
- We empower our customers with the prerequisite know-how to take sound business decisions
- We help catalyze business growth by providing distinctive and profound market analysis
- We serve a wide array of customers, from individual entrepreneurs to Corporations and Foreign Investors
- We use authentic & reliable sources to ensure business precision
Our Approach

1. Requirement collection
2. Thorough analysis of the project
3. Economic feasibility study of the Project
4. Market potential survey/research
5. Report Compilation
Who do we serve?

- Public-sector Companies
- Corporates
- Government Undertakings
- Individual Entrepreneurs
- NRI’s
- Foreign Investors
- Non-profit Organizations, NBFC’s
- Educational Institutions
- Embassies & Consulates
- Consultancies
- Industry / trade associations
Sectors We Cover

- Ayurvedic And Herbal Medicines, Herbal Cosmetics
- Alcoholic And Non Alcoholic Beverages, Drinks
- Adhesives, Industrial Adhesive, Sealants, Glues, Gum & Resin
- Activated Carbon & Activated Charcoal
- Aluminium And Aluminium Extrusion Profiles & Sections,
- Bio-fertilizers And Biotechnology
- Breakfast Snacks And Cereal Food
- Bicycle Tyres & Tubes, Bicycle Parts, Bicycle Assembling
Sectors We Cover

- Bamboo And Cane Based Projects
- Building Materials And Construction Projects
- Biodegradable & Bioplastic Based Projects
- Chemicals (Organic And Inorganic)
- Confectionery, Bakery/Baking And Other Food
- Cereal Processing
- Coconut And Coconut Based Products
- Cold Storage For Fruits & Vegetables
- Coal & Coal Byproduct
Copper & Copper Based Projects
Dairy/Milk Processing
Disinfectants, Pesticides, Insecticides, Mosquito Repellents,
Electrical, Electronic And Computer based Projects
Essential Oils, Oils & Fats And Allied
Engineering Goods
Fibre Glass & Float Glass
Fast Moving Consumer Goods
Food, Bakery, Agro Processing
Sectors We Cover

- Fruits & Vegetables Processing
- Ferro Alloys Based Projects
- Fertilizers & Biofertilizers
- Ginger & Ginger Based Projects
- Herbs And Medicinal Cultivation And Jatropha (Biofuel)
- Hotel & Hospitality Projects
- Hospital Based Projects
- Herbal Based Projects
- Inks, Stationery And Export Industries
Sectors We Cover

- Infrastructure Projects
- Jute & Jute Based Products
- Leather And Leather Based Projects
- Leisure & Entertainment Based Projects
- Livestock Farming Of Birds & Animals
- Minerals And Minerals
- Maize Processing (Wet Milling) & Maize Based Projects
- Medical Plastics, Disposables Plastic Syringe, Blood Bags
- Organic Farming, Neem Products Etc.
Sectors We Cover Cont...

- Paints, Pigments, Varnish & Lacquer
- Paper And Paper Board, Paper Recycling Projects
- Printing Inks
- Packaging Based Projects
- Perfumes, Cosmetics And Flavours
- Power Generation Based Projects & Renewable Energy Based Projects
- Pharmaceuticals And Drugs
- Plantations, Farming And Cultivations
- Plastic Film, Plastic Waste And Plastic Compounds
- Plastic, PVC, PET, HDPE, LDPE Etc.
Sectors We Cover

- Potato And Potato Based Projects
- Printing And Packaging
- Real Estate, Leisure And Hospitality
- Rubber And Rubber Products
- Soaps And Detergents
- Stationary Products
- Spices And Snacks Food
- Steel & Steel Products
- Textile Auxiliary And Chemicals
Sectors We Cover

- Township & Residential Complex
- Textiles And Readymade Garments
- Waste Management & Recycling
- Wood & Wood Products
- Water Industry (Packaged Drinking Water & Mineral Water)
- Wire & Cable
Niir Project Consultancy Services
106-E, Kamla Nagar, New Delhi-110007, India.
Email: npcs.ei@gmail.com, info@entrepreneurindia.co
Tel: +91-11-23843955, 23845654, 23845886
Mobile: +91-9811043595
Fax: +91-11-23841561
Website:
www.niir.org
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